CONVINCE YOUR BOSS
DEEP LEARNING SUMMIT
San Francisco, 25-26 January

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
Now that AI is here to stay, the world is now looking to research, develop and revolutionize software that
can change the way we live, carry out our jobs and predict the future. Companies big, small, new and
established are getting involved and leading the race, with much more being invested into technologies,
research and talented professionals. The Deep Learning Summit brings all of these together to discuss
and learn about topics including; Neural Networks, Machine Learning, Deep Learning Algorithms, NLP,
Computer Vision and Speech Recognition.

WHAT WILL YOUR EMPLOYEE GAIN FROM IT?
Experience World-Class
Presentations
Discover what’s on the horizon
from the world’s leading minds
and explore cutting-edge
advancements in in AI.

Network With
Global AI Leaders

Post-Summit
Presentation Access
Missed a talk? View all summit
presentations again and hear
more from speakers in behind
the scenes interviews and
discussions.

Specially Curated
workshops

Experience the unique
opportunity of networking with
AI pioneers as well as a crossindustry mix of attendees.

Exhibition Hall
Access

Looking to implement AI into
your business? Take part in
interactive workshops to learn
how.

It’s always to good to see what
others are working on. Watch
demos and pitches in our
exhibition hall of 20+ Exhibitors.

YOU’LL BE IN GREAT COMPANY
Job Roles
Founder
CTO
Research Scientist
Predictive Modeler
Algorithm Engineer
Chief Scientist
Chief AI Officer
Machine Learning Developer
Research Director
Lead Programmer
Head of Infrastructure
Professor
NLP Researcher
Consultant
Data Scientist

Attendee Type

PhD Students / Academics
Startups
Industry Professionals

Companies
Huawei
Renault
NVIDIA
Samsung
Qualcomm
Google
Uber
Google Brain
Stanford University
Deloitte
Zalando
Apple
Amazon
Netflix
Paypal

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
I enjoyed seeing what other people are doing. It sparked new ideas, validated existing ones, & resulted in serendipitous
connections.
Chief Data Scientist, Talla
I had the opportunity to meet with the head of a prominent VC firm and found out about startups that would like me to be
their technical advisor. I was able to bring my research to a wider audience. Great event!
Research Scientist, OpenAI
Extremely well organised & intellectually stimulating event, with excellent speakers, audience interaction, and participation.
Professor, Cornell University
I had the opportunity to meet with the head of a prominent VC firm and found out about startups that would like me to be
their technical advisor. As a speaker, I was able to bring my research to a wider audience. Great event!.
Ian Goodfellow, Google Brain

SUPPORTED BY LEADING COMPANIES
As the summits continue to grow, we welcome new speakers, sponsors and exhibitors each year as
well as returning companies who continue to benefit from the wealth of knowledge and expertise.

WHAT’S INCLUDED?
Full access to presentations from both the Deep Learning Summit track and parallel AI Assistant track,
providing a diverse agenda. There will also be interactive sessions and panel discussions. On both
days a light breakfast, a hot lunch, tea and coffee and refreshments will be provided.
There will be free wifi so you can catch up on those important emails, as well as charging stations
available. Across the summit there will be 7+ hours of networking with 650+ attendees across both
tracks, including a drinks reception at the end of day 1. You will also receive post-event access to all
the filmed presentations.
Group discounts available on summit tickets : TEAM3: save 20%, TEAM5: save 30%

LEARN MORE
Don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions you may have, and please contact
Ka Lai Brightley-Hodges, Customer Relationship Manager for more information.
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kalai@re-work.co

